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 -downloads : 12.3k In the morning, you awake to a shout of ``Khaaaaaaad!'' from your servant Huraq, and the smell of baking
sweet breads. The latter is from the local bakery nearby. As you look around, you see that your favorite table is gone. You find
it as a wooden box with ''tasty sweets'' inside. The box is full of earth which smells delicious. The table is moving. You move

your arms and legs to follow the table. But it moves very fast and you feel like you can not catch up with it. You sit on the table
and you eat the breads. After your meal, you stand up. You feel tired. Your servant Huraq looks at you and he gets scared. ``You

were making khaaaaaaad,'' he said. The table stopped. You look at the table. The table is a big rock in front of you. There are
some shrubs around it. You are now on a desert. [[Scene two]]: The sun is bright and so are the sky and sand. There is a small
round stone in the middle of the desert. The sun shines at the stone and you feel as if it is shinning on you. There are 2 arrows

pointing to the stone. The arrows have the same color as the sky and the sun. Your arms feel tired. You can not move your arms.
You try to move your legs. But you can not move them. There is a small round stone on the right. There is a rusty arrow on the

stone. The arrow is pointing to the stone. You move your arms in front of you. You are free. You try to get up. But your feet are
moving fast. You feel that you can not catch up with them. They are running away. You sit down. Your arms are tired. The sun

shines at the stone and the sky. The sky is cloudy. [[Scene three]]: Your arms feel tired. You can not move them. They are heavy
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and the sand is making them heavy. You try to lift your arms. They seem to be heavier. You try to move your legs. They are also
moving very fast. There is a desert on the left. It is a long desert. There is a table with stones around it. The table is rusty and the

stones are rusty. There is a 82157476af
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